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*** Some warm-ups ***
(1) Let K=F be a nite extension of nite elds. Show that tra e and norm
are onto.
(2) For a prime p, show that x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 0 mod p always has a non-trivial
solution (i.e., with not all of x; y; z equal 0).
(3) Show that the Galois group of x5 x + 1 over Q is the symmetri group S5
on 5 things. (Hint: think about de omposition groups and the Frobenius
map x ! x5 ).

(4) Let  be the nth y lotomi polynomial, i.e., whose roots are the primitive
nth roots of unity. Show that (a) If a prime p divides (m) for some
integer m, then p  1 mod n. (Hint: m is a primitive nth root of 1
modulo p). (b) For a prime p and for any integer m, p does not divide
(mp). (Hint: The onstant term of  is 1). ( ) There are in nitelymany primes ongruent to 1 modulo n. (Hint: Suppose there were only
nitely-many, say p1 ; : : : ; pk ; onsider (mp1 : : : pk ) for m an integer hosen
to avoid (mp1 : : : pk ) = 1).

p

(5) Determine the integral losure of Z in Q ( D) where D is a square-free
integer, dire tly from the de nition of integral losure.
(6) Show
p that a PID is integrally losed (in its fra tion eld). Then show that
Z[ 5℄ annot be a PID be ause it is not integrally losed.

De nition: Let k be a nite eld not of hara teristi two. For T
trans endental over k , let o = k [T ℄ and K = k (T ). A nite separable
extension E of K is a fun tion eld (in one variable) over the nite eld
k.
(7) Let E be the extension of k (T ) obtained by adjoining the square root of a
square-free moni polynomial. Determine the integral losure of k [T ℄ in E .
(8) Let o be the ring of integers in a number eld k . Let a be a non-zero ideal
in o. Let o=a be the quotient ring and (o=a) its units. When it the latter
group y li ?
*** Splitting of primes ***
(9) Show that, with respe t to the usual omplex norm, the Gaussian integers Z[i℄ form a Eu lidean ring, so is a PID.

(10) Show that an odd prime p splits in Q (i)=Q if and only if p  1 mod 4.

(11) Show that an odd prime p is a sum of two square of integers if and only if
p  1 mod 4.
(12) Let ! be a primitive ube root of unity. Determine the splitting bahavior
of primes in Q (! )=Q .
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(13) Show that, with respe t to the usual omplex norm, the ring Z[!℄ is Eulidean, so is a PID.
(14) Show that a prime p is of the form x2 + xy + y 2 with integers x; y if and
only if p  1 mod 3.
(15) Let  be a primitive nth root of unity. Granting that the ring of integers is
Z[zeta℄, des ribe the splitting of a prime in the extension Q ( )=Q in terms
of ongruen e properties of p.

p

(16) Suppose that a nite eld k does not ontain
1. Determine whi h primes
split in the extension k (T )(i) = k (T; i) of k (T ) (with base `integers' k [T ℄,
as usual).
(17) Suppose that the nite eld k does not ontain a primitive nth root of unity
 . Determine the integral losure of k[T ℄ in k( )(T )  k(T;  ). Determine
whi h primes split ompletely in this extension.
(18) Suppose that there is a Galois extension of global elds so that some prime
is inertial. Show that the extension is ne essarily y li . (Hint: Think
about de omposition groups).
*** Lo al elds ***
(19) Let K be a lo al eld not of hara teristi 2, with valuation ring o. Let
2 o . Show that is a square in o if and only if it is a square in (o=p) .
(20) Let K be a lo al eld not of hara teristi 2. Des ribe the stru ture of the
group K  =K 2 . (First treat the ase that the residue hara teristi is not
2, whi h is mu h easier).
(21) Determine all quadrati extensions of

Qp .

Whi h are rami ed? (Hint:
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Treat p = 2 separately, and ertainly use the stru ture of Q 
p =Q p ).

(22) Determine all quadrati extensions of the T -adi
formal nite Laurent series eld) of k (T ).

ompletion k ((T )) (i.e.,

(23) Generalizing the previous exer ise, determine all quadrati extensions of
the P -adi ompletion of k (T ).
(24) Determine all y li (Galois) ubi extensions of Q 7 .
(25) Determine all non-Galois ubi extensions of Q 7 .

(26) For a lo al eld K , determine the stru ture of K  =K m for positive integer
m. (Hint: First treat the ase that the residue hara teristi does not
divide m).
(27) Suppose that a lo al eld ontains all mth roots of unity. Determine all
y li extensions of it.
(28) Show (qualitatively) that a lo al eld has nitely-many extensions of a
given degree.
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(29) Show that a lo al eld has a unique unrami ed extension of a given degree. (Hint: If an extension is unrami ed, then the Galois group is the
de omposition group, whi h is the Galois group of the residue lass eld
extension, whi h is generated by a root of unity. Use Hensel's lemma).
(30) Let K=k be a nite and unrami ed extension of lo al elds, with rings of
integers O; o. Show that tra e maps O surje tively to o and the norm maps
O surje tively to o .

(31) In the previous situation, show that if the norm maps O surje tively to
o then the extension is unrami ed.

(32) Let S be a symmetri n-by-n matrix over Q p . When p 6= 2, show that there
is A 2 GL(n; Zp) so that A> SA is diagonal. Show that this fails if p = 2.
(33) Redo the previous exer ise over an arbitrary lo al eld of residue hara teristi not 2.
*** Di erents, dis riminants, rami ation ***
(34) Find a Z-basis for the ring of algebrai integers in Q ( ), where 3 = a with
a 2 Z square-free. Determine the rami ation. You an a omplish this by
brute for e.

(35) Carefully ompute the dis riminant and di erent of Z[ ℄ for roots of unity
.
(36) Find a Z-basis for the ring of algebrai integers in Q ( ), where n = a
with a 2 Z square-free. Determine the rami ation of some small primes.
You probably annot a omplish this by brute for e alone.
(37) Let E = K ( ) where K is a global eld and 2 = a with a square-free
element a 2 o where o is the ring of integers in K . Extending the standard
omputation for K = Q , determine the ring of integers in E . (Hint: Brute
for e probably will fail. Do lo al omputations).
(38) Do the notions of di erent and dis riminant work the same way for fun tion
elds as for number elds?
(39) If the extension K=k (T ) of a fun tion eld k (T ) is obtained merely by
`extending s alars' K = k 0 (T ) (with k 0 a nite extension of the nite eld
k), then what are the di erent, dis riminant, and rami ation?
*** Approximation ***

(40) Let S be a nite set of primes in Z, in luding the in nite prime 1. Let ZS
be the ring of rational numbers whi h are p-integral for every nite prime
p 62 S . Consider the natural imbedding ZS ! p2S Q p . Show that the
image is dis rete. Show that the image of ZS in p2T Q p is dense for any
proper subset T of S .

Q
Q

(41) Do the previous exer ise for any global eld.
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(42) Let 1 < N

2 Z. Show that the natural map
SL(2; Z) ! SL(2; Z=N )

is a surje tion.
(43) More generally, let k be a global eld with integers o. Let a be a proper
ideal of o. Show that the natural map

SL(n; o) ! SL(n; o=a)
is a surje tion. Do the same for groups GL(n).
(44) For a nite eld k with q elements, ompute the ardinality of SL(n; k )
and GL(n; k ).
(45) Let o be the integers in a global eld and p a non-zero prime ideal in o.
Compute the ardinality of SL(n; o=pm ) and GL(n; o=pm ).
(46) Let o be the integers in a global eld and a a non-zero ideal in o. Compute
the ardinality of SL(n; o=a) and GL(n; o=a).
*** Ideal lass groups ***

(47) Determine the (absolute)
p ideal lass group stru ture for the ring of algebrai integers in Q ( D) for D = 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11; 13; 15 using the
Minkowski estimate for a representative for ideal lasses. Here one an take
advantage of the fa t that the only units are 1. (Hint: Use relations
oming
p from norms, as follows: for example, suppose that the norm from
D) to Q of is pq with distin t primes p; q. Then we an on lude
that there are primes p; q lying over p; q , respe tively, so that pq = o is
prin ipal, so is trivial in the ideal lass group.)

Q(

(48) Determine thep(absolute) ideal lass group stru ture for the ring of algebrai
integers in Q ( D ) for D = 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11; 13; 15 using the Minkowski
estimate for a representative for ideal lasses, after determining a `fundamental unit'. Use relations oming from norms.
(49) Try the same sort of thing for Q (5 ) and Q (21=3 ).
(50) Let p1 ; : : : ; pm be distin t odd primes in Z, and put D = p1 : : : pm . Show
p
that the ideal lass group of the ring of algebrai integers in Q ( p1 : : : pm )
has a subgroup isomorphi to
Z=2

 : : : Z=2

m 1 summands
(Hint: Ea h pi is rami ed, so be omes p2i , but it is hard for produ ts of
the various pi to be prin ipal ideals, sin e the norms of algebrai integers
in the extension are `too large').

(51) Do the previous exer ise for a quadrati extension of k (T ) so that the
in nite prime is inert, where k is a nite eld. (Hint: The ondition on
the in nite prime assures that the unit group is nite...)
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(52) Let o be the integers in a global eld k so that there is a non-prin ipal ideal
a. Let m be the least integer so that am is prin ipal, i.e., is o for some
algebrai integer . Suppose that k ontains the mth roots of unity. Let K
be the extension of k obtained by adjoining an mth root of . Show that
K=k is not rami ed at any prime not dividing m.
*** Adeles and ideles ***
(53) Show that the topology on the adeles A of a global eld, restri ted to the
ideles J, is stri tly oarser than the idele topology.

(54) Imbed J ! A  A by ! ( ; 1 ). Show that the idele topology is that
given by the subspa e topology on the image by this map.

(55) Let k be a global eld. Show (or re all) that the natural image of k in its
adeles is dis rete. Show that for any prime p of k , the set k + kp is dense.
*** Zeta and L-fun tions ***
(56) Write the zeta fun tion of a quadrati extension of
Diri hlet L-fun tions over Q .

Q

as a produ t of two

(57) Write the zeta fun tion of Q (n ) as a produ t of Diri hlet L-fun tions over
Q.

